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Abstract: A photovoltaic power generation system based on battery-energy quasi impedance source cascaded multi-level inverter incorporates the advantages of a quasi-impedance source inverter, a CMI, and a battery-energy storage unit. Unbalanced battery charging between cascaded H-bridge inverter modules will degrade the efficiency of an entire system and reduce the lifetime of the battery. This paper proposed a control method for tracking the maximum power point and balancing the SOC of the battery under the large variation of solar input. A fuzzy based optimized linearizer for the battery charge and maximum power point tracking are proposed. The fuzzy controller is proposed to enhance the battery state of charge regulation takes as an individual modules as a loop to reduce over charge condition. The proposed method validation is done by comparing it with base work control by PI and P&O with the performance parameters. The base work and proposed work are designed and simulated in the Matlab Simulink software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The semi impedance source inverter is a solitary stage control converter got from the Impedance source inverter topology, utilizing a one of kind impedance arrange. The traditional VSI and CSI experience the ill effects of the constraint that activating two switches in a similar leg or stage prompts a source short and what's more, the most extreme possible yield voltage can't surpass the dc contribution, since they are buck converters and can create a voltage lower than the dc input voltage. Both Impedance source inverter and semi Impedance source inverters defeat these disadvantages; by using a few shoot-through zero states. A zero state is created when the upper three or lower three switches are terminated at the same time to support the yield voltage. Continuing the six allowable dynamic exchanging conditions of a VSI, the zero states can be mostly or totally supplanted by the shoot through states relying on the voltage help necessity.

Semi Impedance source inverters procure every one of the benefits of customary Impedance source inverter. The impedance system couples the source and the inverter to accomplish voltage lift and reversal in a solitary stage. It likewise highlights lower segment evaluations, diminishes changing waves to the PV boards, and causes less EMI issues and decreased source pressure contrasted with the customary ZSI.

Fig.1 Quasi Z-source network

The impedance system of quasi impedance source is a two port system. It comprises of inductors and capacitors as state of charge. This system is utilized to give an impedance source, coupling the converter to the heap. The dc source can be a battery, diode rectifier, thyristor converter or PV exhibit.

II. PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY

Fig.1 shows only one of the quasi impedance source topologies, the proposed topology has the vitality put away Semi Z Source Inverter. [4] Where the battery is as state of charge in parallel with the capacitor C1 it has the power confinement due to has a power restriction because of the wide scope of broken conduction mode during battery release. As a partner, we as state of charge the battery in parallel to the capacitorC2, prompting another topology in Fig.2 They have regular focuses:

1. There are three power sources/purchasers, i.e., PV boards, battery, and the matrix/load.
2. In so far as controlling two power streams, the third one naturally coordinates the power distinction, as per the power condition

Pin - Pout + Pb=0

Where Stick, Sulk, and PB are the PV board control, the yield intensity of the inverter, and the battery control individually. The power Stick is constantly positive on the grounds that the PV board is single directional power supply, PB is sure when the battery conveys vitality and negative when engrossing vitality, and Frown is sure when the inverter infuses capacity to the network.
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By state of charge the battery in parallel with capacitor C2 of the quasi impedance source this framework can 1) produce the ideal yield air conditioning voltage to the lattice/load, 2) direct the battery state of charge (condition of charge), and 3) control the PV board yield power (or voltage) to amplify vitality generation. The battery paralleled with the capacitor makes the circuit very extraordinary. These type of inverters are operated in two states or modes, 1. Active State 2. Shoot through State

The basic operations of these two modes are shown in fig.

\[ \text{VH} = \text{VH}_1 + \text{VH}_2 + \text{VH}_3 \]

From the working rule over, the vitality put away quasi impedance source CMI in fig.3.[2] has the six control factors: the shoot-through obligation cycle \( D_n \) and the regulation list \( M_n \) of the module \( n \), \( n = 1, 2, 3 \). through changing them, the network tie control and each PV board power can be controlled. The battery of every module will be charged or released by the distinction of PV power and network tie control. the normal flows of two inductors and a battery meet.

\[ P_{bn} = \left[ P_p \right] _{v_n} - \left[ P \right] _{gn} \]

Where \( P_{bn} \) indicates the power consumed by the battery, \( PPV_n \) means the PV board power and \( P_{gn} \) signifies the power infused into the framework from the \( n^\text{th} \) module.

III. BATTERY ENERGY MANAGEMENT

The power charging measure of the entire BES framework will lessen in light of the fact that the batteries that scope state of charge max stop are charged and the entire vitality stockpiling framework loses some portion of the power evolving capacity. The state of charge of every battery may change uninhibitedly as long as inside the sheltered range. That will make a few batteries cycled at high charging/releasing rate and in high recurrence because of high worry to the batteries. In like manner, the life expectancy of the battery pack will be seriously abbreviated. With the reasonable state of charge, batteries of all modules have the equivalent state of charge status and work like one single battery to evade the decrease of complete vitality stockpiling capacity. During the way toward keeping up the equivalent state of charge, all batteries evade high charging/releasing rate, hence to less pressure and longer life expectancy to the batteries.

![Fig. 4. Battery energy management](image-url)
When the power proportion \( \delta_n \) of battery charging is resolved, the battery power is
\[
P_{bn} = PPV_n \times \delta_n.
\]

IV. STATE OF CHARGE CONTROL USING FUZZY ALGORITHM

Fuzzy rationale has quickly become one of the best of the present innovation for creating refined control framework. Fuzzy rationale controller can show nonlinear frameworks. The structure of traditional control framework is regularly founded on the numerical model of plant. On the off chance that an exact numerical model is accessible with known parameters it very well may be examined. Fuzzy rationale controller has versatile attributes the versatile qualities can accomplish hearty execution of framework with vulnerability of parameters variety and burden unsettling influences.

Fig. 5 Design of the Fuzzy logic controller.

The fuzzy rationale controller has the accompanying capacities and parts:
1. Fuzzification
2. Fuzzy surmising
3. Defuzzification

Different estimated fresh sources of info initially should be mapped in to fuzzy enrollment work this procedure is called fuzzification. Plays out a scale mapping that moves the scope of estimations of info factors into relating universes of talk.

Fuzzy derivation is the way toward detailing the mapping from an offered contribution to a yield utilizing fuzzy rationale. The mapping at that point gives a premise from which choices can be made, or examples perceived. Fuzzy deduction frameworks have been effectively applied in fields, for example, programmed control, information characterization, choice investigation, master frameworks, and PC vision. In light of its multidisciplinary nature, fuzzy induction frameworks are related with various names, for example, fuzzy principle based frameworks, fuzzy master frameworks, fuzzy displaying. the fuzzy rationale controller is its fuzzy surmising where the learning base and basic leadership rationale live .The standard base and information base from the learning base. The information base contains the depiction of the info and yield factors. The basic leadership rationale assesses the control governs the control-rule base can be created to relate the yield activity of the controller to the acquired information sources. The yield of the derivation instrument is fuzzy yield factors. The fuzzy rationale controller must change over its interior fuzzy yield factors into fresh qualities with the goal that the genuine framework can utilize these factors. This change is called defuzzification.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of the fuzzy logic controller.

Since the consistency of the Sun based board will change with time, a suitable ostensible evening out period can't be preset as indicated by the consistency of the sun powered boards. Henceforth, we propose an AFLC calculation to progressing reconsider the ostensible leveling time \( t_{0_{eq}} \) according to the present voltage distinction \( \Delta V(k) \), the past voltage contrast \( \Delta V(k-1) \), and the past ostensible evening out time \( t_{0_{eq}}(k-1) \). It tends to be seen from (14) that the bigger present cell voltage distinction \( \Delta V(k) \) or the littler past evening out voltage contrast \( \Delta V(k-1)-\Delta V(k) \) will empower the calculation to produce a more drawn out ostensible adjusting time so as to quenoch the balance procedure. In actuality, the calculation will produce a shorter ostensible balancing time so as to forestall over-adjustment. The control arrangement of the proposed AFLC is additionally shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the AFLC algorithm.
Single-switch voltage equalizers for in part concealed PV modules have been proposed in this paper. The single switch topology can rearrange the hardware contrasted and ordinary DPP converters and voltage equalizers requiring various changes corresponding to the quantity of PV substrings/modules.

The proposed voltage equalizers may supply over the top leveling flows for unshaded substrings, unnecessarily expanding force change misfortune. The versatile fuzzy leveling procedure, with which adjustment flows for unshaded substrings are limited, was proposed and examined for the equalizers to work effectively. Operational examinations dependent on the rearranged proportionate circuit were additionally performed for the SEPIC-based equalizer, and a control circuit that substantiates the ideal adjustment system was likewise presented. The extractable most extreme forces with balance were significantly expanded contrasted and those without balance, showing the adequacy of the proposed voltage equalizer.

V. MATLAB SIMULATION

MATLAB is one of the most successful software packages currently available. It is a powerful, comprehensive and user friendly software package for simulation studies.

The fuzzy logic control of quasi impedance source CMI in PV system for charge balancing system simulation diagram is shown in fig.8.

The fuzzy controller is proposed to enhance the battery state of charge regulation takes as individual modules as a loop to reduce over charge condition .A smoother transition over the inverter is taken while regulating the peak power. Peak power oscillation is reduced due to determination of cyclic error changes between MPP and grid power variations.

Fig. 8 Fuzzy MPPT control

The fuzzy controller is proposed to enhance the battery state of charge regulation takes as individual modules as a loop to reduce over charge condition . A smoother transition over the inverter is taken while regulating the peak power. Peak power oscillation is reduced due to determination of cyclic error changes between MPP and grid power variations.

Battery state of charges varies from the voltage a change with the variations with the levels of the changes of the voltage in battery waveforms are given below in fig.9.

Fig. 9 Quasi Impedance Source voltage output

Balancing varies with the current flow of the battery waveforms are given below in fig.10.

Fig.10 Current regulation with the fuzzy control

The battery state of charge seems to be maintained at constant under the larger variation in irradiance in solar 1, 2 and 3 are shown in fig.12.
VI. CONCLUSION

The battery state of charge adjusting control dependent on fuzzy technique was proposed for the vitality put away quasi impedance source-CMI-based PV control age framework to deal with every one of the batteries with indistinguishable state of charges during appropriately remunerating changes of PV control. The intricate battery state of charge control guarantees the state of charge adjusting under consistent and to a great extent differing input sun oriented irradiance. The proposed control on fluffly has a lesser potential varieties that lessens a bigger changes and keeps up state of charge by directing dc voltage. Fuzzy control additionally gives higher proficiency than PI and P&O control.
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